
In case things are not working, this may help
notes contributed by Jeff Nainaparampil

1. If your distribution does not have a package that is listed in the assignment don’t worry
about it - that is, keep going and see what happens. In particular, many of the 32 bit
library files are no longer needed.

2. Jeff used Ubuntu 15.10 and found that the following helped considerably

• The NDK package can be downloaded using the SDK Manager. Click on ’Config-
ure’ then click on the ’SDK Tools’ tab. Then check the ’Android NDK’ box and
’OK’ to install.

Jeff: “Android SDK doesn’t seem to come with the NDK package (contains all of
the cross-compilers and tools for efficiently compiling to Android machine code).
It looks like it needs to be downloaded in order to compile the Android kernel. It
can be downloaded at
http://developer.android.com/ndk/downloads/index.html

• rmmod didn’t work. Android emulator shell complained “Function not imple-
mented.” I read online that some kernels do not enable removing kernel modules,
so this is something I probably need to tweak in the .config file for the Android
kernel build later.

• Busybox ’make menuconfig’ did not work with my Ubuntu configurations. Online,
I found out I had to run: sudo apt-get install lib32ncurses5-dev (I’m not sure why
the libncurses5-dev:i386 variant that you told us to get didn’t work)

• For some reason, the install instructions from the PDF didn’t work for the Busy-
box installation. Following those instructions yielded an executable that couldn’t
be run on the Android phone. I used the page
http://www.olafdietsche.de/2015/01/19/compiling-busybox-for-arm

to build BusyBox, copied below

a) To have a simple default configuration, start make menuconfig and navigate to Busybox
Settings → Build Options. Activate Build BusyBox as a static binary and set Cross
Compiler prefix to arm-linux-gnueabi-. That’s it, exit and save configuration.

b) make busybox

c) adb push busybox /data/local/tmp

d) adb shell /data/local/tmp/busybox


